• photon and neutron production studies
• studies for proton radiography
• inclusive π o production Calorimeters specifications EMCAL (built for MIPP):
• 10 layers of Pb and PWC's
• 10 radiation lengths
• P10+CF4 gas mix in PWC's
• 640 ADC channels HCAL (reused from E871 HyperCP):
• 64 layers of Fe and PS scintillator 
where L k is the live energy observed in layer.
Total energy in calorimeter is given by
Minimizing the sum of squares
where <> implies average over events. This lead to the matrix inversion solution
The process needs to be iterated to obtain stable weights. The EMCAL weights as a function of fraction f EM can be extrapolated to f EM =1 to yield the EMCAL calibration. Proton→neutron elastic charge exchange candidate event. Incident beam momentum: 59 GeV/c on Carbon target. Deposited energy into EMCAL -0.5 GeV, into HCAL -57.0 GeV.
Search for Neutrons from the elastic proton to neutron charge exchange reaction
• beam -35 and 59 GeV/c protons
• target -LH2, Carbon, and Beryllium The ratio of calorimeters energy to proton beam momentum for the neutron sample.
summary, plans
• MIPP collected 31M events with different incident particles and targets.
• EMCAL and HCAL were energy calibrated with e − (e + ) and hadrons.
• More calibration studies are in progress.
• Will test EMCAL performance by reconstructing π o → γγ and HCAL with neutron data.
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